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1.Which type of virtual machines can an existing pool contain when cloning an Automated Desktop Pool 
from an 
existing pool? 
A. Instant clones 
B. Manual desktops 
C. Linked clones 
D. RDS desktops 
Answer: C 
 
2.An administrator needs to add some files to each user’s writable volume. 
What is the recommended procedure to accomplish this? 
A. Manually mount each user’s volume to a temporary virtual machine and copy the files into the volume. 
B. Create a .zip file containing the files that need to be placed in the user’s volumes. Select Volumes > 
Writables > Update Writables and select the .zip file. 
C. Place the files on a central file server and send the users an email asking them to copy the files to their 
disk when they log in. 
D. Create a .zip file containing the file that need to be placed in the users’ volumes. Export the VMDK file 
to VHD. Merge the zip file to update, and then upload. 
Answer: D 
 
3.What is the correct network connection sequence when a VMware Horizon client connects to a VDI 
desktop without a secure tunnel? 
A. TCP 443 to the vCenter Server, TCP 902 to the Desktop, TCP 903 to the Desktop 
B. TCP 443 to the vCenter Server. TCP 4172 to the Desktop, UDP 4172 to the Desktop 
C. TCP 443 to the Connection Server, TCP 902 to the Desktop, TCP 903 to the Desktop 
D. TCP 443 to the Connection Server, TCP 4172 to the Desktop, UDP 4172 to the Desktop 
Answer: D 
Explanation: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-6/6.2/view-62-security.pdf 
 
4.A VMware Identity Manager administrator can utilize which three types of groups to entitle user groups 
to access and user resources? (Choose three.) 
A. Active Directory server groups 
B. VMware Identity Manager groups 
C. OpenLDAP groups 
D. NIS/NIS+ groups 
E. RADIUS groups 
Answer: ABC 
 
5.What is the minimum virtual machine hardware version required to use VGPU? 
A. 12 
B. 10 
C. 9 
D. 11 
Answer: D 
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